
 

― weak definite ― 

 

  
 

 

'� 

 1984,  2006,  2006

	  (weak definite, Poesio 1994) 

 (regular definite) weak definite

 

 

1 ���� 
i the  (definiteness) 

1984 2006 2006

1985, 2008  

 (1)  (2) 

weak definite

 (regular definite) 

weak definite

 

 

2 ��*���&���+ 

  

 

2.1 ��&�/���)/-���) 
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1984: 91-92  

 

 

 

(1) a.  

 b. ??  

(2) a.  

 b.  

 

(1a) 	 	

(1b) 	

(2) 	

2.2

 

(1) 

	  

	  (1a) 	

	

2.3

 

 

2.2 �#�) 
(2b) 	 	

 

(1984: 150)  (1984: 91) 
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 1982: 1,  1984: 151  

 

2.3 ��*���&� 
ta	

un	 wa	

peka	 pak	

 (3) 

 1984, 1985, 2006 ii  

 

(3) a.  ??cise     ta       hosippa  =an. 

      house   LOC    RETURN=1SG 

 b.  cise     or     ta       hosippa  =an. 

       house    place   LOC    RETURN=1SG 

 ‘ ’ 

 

(3a) cise	 iii

 (3b) or	

-ke 	

 

 

1  

  /   

corpok, corpoki / corpokike, corpokke  

enka, enkasi / enkasike  

onnay / onnayke  

soy / soyke  

or, oro / oroke  

piskan, piskani / piskanike  

sam, sama / samake  

 

kim	

 

 

(4)     kim         ta       paye=an.  

       mountain     LOC    GO=1SG 
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  ‘ ’ 

 
iv

2 v  

 

2  

 /  1996  

kim / kimke …  

pis / piske  

ya / yake …  

rep / repke(he) …  

 

 -ke

 

 

3 �% !��.� 
vi

 

 

3.1 ���(��	��� 
 (2006: 18) 

 (definiteness)  

 

(5) a.  cise  or     ta      hosippa =an. 

     house place   LOC   RETURN =1SG 

 ‘ ' 

 b.   nean   cise     ta     hosippa =an. 

      the    house    LOC   RETURN =1SG 

 ‘ ’ 

 c.   an =kor      cise    ta     hosippa =an. 

     1SG =HAVE   house  LOC   RETURN =1SG 

 ‘ ’  ( 2006: 18) 

 

cise	  (5a) or 	 (5b) 	

 (5c) 	
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 (2006: 18) 

 

 (5b)  (5c) 

 (determiner) 

 (2006) 

 

 (2006: 119-120) 

 (Lyons 

1999: 3)  

 

 

3.2 ����
����.� 
 

 

(6) sine   pon    toska    ka      un    a =esoykosanu   ayke 

 one    small   hill   upside   LOC   1SG =EXIT      then 

 ‘ ’ 2008: 339  

 

sine	1 sinean 	 	

a sine pon toska ka

	

 (6)  

Poesio (1994) Carlson et al. (2013) 	

the

at {the / (*a)} bottom of the ship the

	

the  (Lyons 1999)  

 “weak definites” (Poesio 1994) 

4 weak definite
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weak definite

5 2 weak definite

 

 

4 “weak definites”��#�) 
Poesio (1994) “weak definites”

 

3  “the top / bottom of …”  “the side of …”

the the

 (regular definite) 

weak definite  

4.1 the 4.2

 

 

4.1 “weak definites”�$*��#�) 
Poesio (1994: 282) weak definite  

 

(7) The village is located on the side of a mountain. 

(Poesio 1994: 282) 

 

(7) the side

the side
vii   

weak definite 2

 (relational noun)  (Corblin 2013: 101)

 

 

4.2 “weak definites”���*��#�) 

	

	  (weak definite)  

weak definite

 (8b)  
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(8) a. sine   pon    toska   ka     un     a =esoykosanu   ayke  (= (6)) 

   one   small   hill   upside  LOC   1SG =EXIT      then 

  ‘ ’ 

 b. “when I went to the upper side of one small hill” 

 

3 (8a) = (6) sine pon toska  

(regular definite) toska ka

toska ka

 

 (9a) nitek ka (9b) 

 “weak definite”  

 

(9) a. nitek      ka      ta    sine   cikap   rew    wa   an 

   branch    upside   LOC   one    bird   REST  and   BE 

  ‘ ’ ( 1985) 

 b. There is a bird on a branch. (lit. On the upper part of a branch is a bird.) 

 

weak definite

 

 

5 ���)��� 
weak definite (4) 
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1 iwor  (1952: 30)  

 

1 iwor

1952: 30 iwor yaun iwor

repun iwor yaun iwor kimun iwor

pet iwor pis	

(4) 

 

1996, 2006 kim pis 	 —

ya rep 	 —

— —

 (1996) kim 

kimke kotan	 ya  rep

	 	

weak definite  

2  (regular definite) 

weak definite  

weak definite kim	

Aguilar-Guevara et al. (2011: 188) 

read - newspaper listen - radio play - piano open - 
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window

weak definite

 

(Aguilar-Guevara et al. 2011: 190)  (10) [go to the X] 

 

 

(10) He went to the hospital. 

 ‘ ’ 

 

[the NP] 

 (Aguilar-Guevara et al. 2011, 

Carlson et al. 2013) 	

	

 

 

(11)   kim        ta    paye =an.  

     mountain   LOC    go =1SG 

  ‘ ’ 

 

“weak definite” kim

kim ekimne [e-kim-ne]	 	

1996

kim  

	 nupuri 	

1996 nupuri

kim 	

 

kim

 

 

6 ",������ 
 

6.1 ", 

 (regular definite) 
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weak definite

kim

weak definite  

 

6.2 ����� 
 (ex. Satporo ta k=arpa	 )

 (ex. Akupet a=ku-

pet 	 )

 (5b, 5c ) 

 

i 
uepekere yukar

ku= a= (an=) =an
 

ii LOC
1SG 	=  

iii 
ex. cise	

cisehe	  
iv annoski	

 
v oyak	 , siruy / casiruy	 , hoka	

 2016  2017
 

vi  (1984: 57) 	referent identifiability
—
 

vii the side weak definites 
the
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A Study on Definiteness in Place Expressions in the Ainu Language 

―Through a Comparison with English “Weak Definites”― 

 

Takuya Inoue 
Kyoto University 

 
In previous studies on the Ainu language, some researchers have claimed that definiteness involves 

conditions when so-called “place expressions” in Ainu are employed (Nakagawa 1984, Izutsu 2006, 

Kitahara 2006), although there is no grammatical marker which indicates definiteness. In place 

expressions, the postpositions (ta ‘at’, un ‘to’, wa ‘from’, peka ‘through’) are employed to indicate the 

positions of objects or events. Izutsu (2006: 18) claims that the noun phrases in place expressions should 

have regular definite features, because cise ‘house’ in the expression cise or ta hossippa=an ‘I went 

back to the house’ is always interpreted as ‘the speaker’s house’ or ‘a particular house’. 

   However, this analysis cannot explain the existence of some cases, such as sine pon toska ka un 

a=esoykosanu ayke “when I went on upper-side of a small hill,” where the underlined noun phrase 

indicates one indefinite entity. In this study, we introduced the concept of “weak definites” (Poesio 1994) 

to deal with such cases. In English, one of the typical cases of the weak definite is the usage of the 

positional prepositions as in “He painted the side of a house,” where the speaker does not necessarily 

know beforehand the exact side of the house. In this case, the conceptual structure of the noun phrase 

(“the side of a house”) is composed of limited numbers of concepts. That is, the positional words that 

co-occur with a house are limited: top, bottom and (left/right/behind/front) side. The same explanation 

is applicable to the conceptual structure indicated by the positional nouns of the Ainu language. 

Therefore, the place expressions can be explained as weak definite, instead of as regular definite.  

   Ainu people have only two directions relative to geographical features: for example, kim ‘mountain-

ward(s)’ and pis ‘beach-ward(s)’ together make up the limited structure of geographical concepts. They 

can function as positional nouns, and we can also say that locative nouns have weak definite features 

because they comprise of systematic and limited structures of space in the daily life of Ainu people.  
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